
WEB3 partnership between MetaStudio and
NFTuLoan to bring real utility to NFTs

MetaStudio and NFTuLoan partner up to give real

utility to NFTs

MetaStudio and NFTuLoan are working

together to bring real utility in the NFT

market. First announcement of the future

NFT series, ,,Early Supporters".

ZUG, SWITZERLAND, October 12, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Most people

agree NFTs are a huge part of the

WEB3 future, but they also agree real

utility must exist for the NFT market to

recover and work properly. This is why

MetaStudio and NFTuLoan are

launching a long-term partnership

focused on bringing utility. First step of

the partnership will be the soon-to-come launch of MetaStudio's first NFT collection, ,,Early

Supporters".

We don’t plan to be a NFT

exchange, NFT is a MEANS

to a larger purpose for us.

MetaStudio is a WEB3

platform for content

creators, owned and

managed by content

creators. A full DAO.”

Adrian Niculescu, CEO

Besides real utility in the future metaverse platform, and

the chance to increase value, what's unique about this

series: the sale value of each NFT will be guaranteed and

owners can anytime use the NFT as a collateral to borrow

liquidity. If you own a MetaStudio NFT, from the ,,Early

Supporters" colection and you need liquidity, you can just

go on NFTuLoan and borrow liquidity by using the NFT as a

guarantee. MetaStudio will guarentee the minimal value of

the guarantee is the acquisition cost of the NFT.

Introducing Meta Studio 

Meta Studio is the answer to the most important issues of the Creators Market: unfair rules,

abuse by Big Tech, huge commissions paid to WEB2 platforms and lack of privacy. This motivated

team has worked for years with or for content creators, and their researching revealed their real

needs in order to thrive: a true DAO community for content creators.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://link.medium.com/oJoUDMiI2tb
http://www.metastudio.land
http://www.nftuloan.com


Meta Studio, the first DAO metaverse for content

creators

Introducing NFTuLoan

Live on the Ethereum mainnet,

NFTuLoan is the first open protocol for

NFTs in retail and B2B. The unique

Peer2Pool feature combined with

Peer2Peer caters to lenders and

borrowers for both individuals and

businesses. NFTuLoan is a liquidity

pool provider giving instant cash for

loaning your NFTs. Peer2Pool

incorporates supplying tokens to a

communal asset pool, for borrowers to

liquefy tokens from the pool.

NFTuLoan leads innovation for the new

form of B2B business in Web3 by

converting anything into digital assets.

This covers industries ranging from

retail, real estate, supply chain, to even

gift cards. Versatility to turn anything

into a digital asset allows businesses to

build secondary marketplaces

emphasizing the potential for web3.

Roxana Pinzaru
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